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A €19.6 million partnership project aiming to be the stepping 
stone towards large scale wave energy commercialisation 

WEDUSEA
A step change for wave energy
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AN AMBITIOUS PROJECT AIMING TO UNLOCK THE 
POTENTIAL OF WAVE ENERGY

Waves are a hugely powerful source of 
renewable energy. However, wave 
generation has yet to reach its full 
commercial potential. The WEDUSEA 
project plans to change that.

WEDUSEA is an innovative partnership 
project aiming to demonstrate the 
viability of large scale wave energy 
commercialisation.

OceanEnergy has developed the 
OE35, the world’s largest capacity 
floating wave energy device. Floating 
on the ocean’s surface, the device 
incorporates a trapped air volume, with 
the lower part open to the sea.

Wave pressures at the submerged 
opening cause the water to oscillate 
and drive the trapped air through a 
turbine to generate electricity. This 
energy can be exported to the grid or 
used in other o�shore applications.

Over a two year period, WEDUSEA will 
demonstrate a grid connected 1MW 
OE35 floating wave energy converter 
at the European Marine Energy 
Centre’s test site in Orkney, Scotland.

The actions taken in this programme 
aim to improve the e�ciency, reliability, 
scalability and sustainability of wave 
energy technology. 

This will help to de-risk investments in 
wave energy and be a catalyst for the 
large scale commercialisation of the 
technology.



THE WEDUSEA PROJECT OBJECTIVES

WEDUSEA stands for ‘Wave Energy Demonstration at Utility Scale to Enable Arrays.’

The WEDUSEA project commenced in September 2022 and will run for four years until 
September 2026.
 
Our key objectives are:

 1. To demonstrate that wave technology is on a cost reduction trajectory, thus  
 stimulating larger commercial array scale up and further industrialisation,   
 through de-risking larger scale investments. This will therefore help meet the  
 1GW target set out in the 2030 DG-ENER O�shore Renewable Energy   
 Strategy and the 2050 EU renewable energy targets.

 2. To boost the development of the wave energy industry worldwide, by   
 creating awareness of the potential of wave energy amongst policy makers,  
 industry, potential investors and the public, thus directly impacting policy,   
 public perception and investor confidence in wave energy.
 
 3. To disseminate results and outcomes which enable the capitalisation and  
 exploitation of the results through new innovations, products and services, as  
 well as feeding both environmental databases and worldwide technical   
 standards.



A PIONEERING PARTNERSHIP

WEDUSEA is a unique collaboration between 14 partners spanning industry and 
academia from across Ireland, the UK, Spain, France and Germany.

The partnership is co-ordinated by Irish company Ocean Energy and is co-funded 
by the European Union’s Horizon Europe programme and by Innovate UK, the 
UK’s innovation agency.

The WEDUSEA partners are shown below. Each of them brings their own specific 
expertise to help deliver the WEDUSEA project. 

For full details on the WEDUSEA project, and to keep in touch with latest progress, 
visit: www.wedusea.eu

FIND OUT MORE


